
The freight market is evolving.  
Is your benchmarking?
Real-time, transacted transportation network data powers 
actionable benchmarking that helps you pay fair-market 
linehaul rates and identify best-fit carriers by lane.

Do you know the source of  
your benchmarking data?
Maybe you lack access to real-time market data, or your current  
method of benchmarking pinpoints problems without providing 
actionable insights.  

With the majority of transportation leaders expecting linehaul  
rates to remain higher than average in the coming months,  
you need to transform the way you benchmark to stay ahead.

Real time

Contract based

Action oriented

Freight marketplaces are 
dynamic. Your insights 
should be dynamic, too.

Most industry solutions 
provide a backward look 
at linehaul rates primarily 
informed by third-party 
input. Capac-ID offers real-
time linehaul rates powered 
by shifting demand for 
capacity so you know where 
your network stands in the 
broader shipper ecosystem.

Your transportation challenges 
need long-term solutions, not 
Band-Aid fixes.

Knowing whether there’s a 
truck within a 20-mile radius 
of your warehouse might help 
you today. But what about the 
underlying issue that caused 
this pinch? Capac-ID identifies 
the root causes of high-dollar 
service impact challenges in 
your transportation network, 
providing solutions that support 
your long-term strategy.

Go beyond problem-
spotting tools and embrace 
problem-solving solutions.

Do you waste time chasing 
down data when your COO 
asks how your current 
linehaul rate compares to 
industry standards? Capac-
ID saves time by delivering 
the insights you need on 
a single, C-suite-friendly 
dashboard — providing fair-
market linehaul rates you 
can pursue today.

Gain the lane-by-lane 
advantage with Capac-ID
Every decision impacts your bottom line, from 
lane-level adjustments to partnering with the 
right carriers. Driving strategic decisions with 
relevant, real-time data is critical. 

Capac-ID offers access to granular network 
data, enabling accurate benchmarking and 
recommendations that empower you to 
identify best-fit carriers and optimize your 
transportation network strategy.

Capac-ID’s advanced benchmarking is: 

Increased visibility  
into your network to  
uncover opportunities

Lane-level carrier 
recommendations to 
boost efficiency and 
reduce costs

A view of how your  
network compares  
to peers

Network specific data equips you with:

Confidence in your benchmarking is  
only possible when data is relevant
Unlike other benchmarking solutions that fail to provide insights aligned with your 
unique transportation network strategy, Capac-ID populates its dataset with an 
aggregate of your and other Breakthrough shippers’ transacted linehaul rates.

Discover how Capac-ID can level up  
your transportation network today.

Optimize Your Network

63% of transportation leaders expect linehaul rates to 
remain higher than average over the next 12 months

https://www.breakthroughfuel.com/capac-id/
https://www.breakthroughfuel.com/capac-id/

